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About This Game
Cross Pixels is a collection of over 350 handcrafted Picross Puzzles. It is a grid based puzzle game solvable through logic.
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Mostly a pretty good Picross game, but it gets a little frustrating with the bigger triangle levels and the last few "regular" levels
for each size. Things I liked: - The "comfort" functions of autocomplete, autocounting - The different available colors Quantity of puzzles Things I disliked: - Later levels require you to guess (the hint function literally says "guessing here might
lead to a contradiction") which kind of makes you feel dumb. After that happens to you a couple of times you stop trying to find
where you can logically fill in another square and start thinking "I bet this is another part where you have to guess" which takes
out a lot of the fun of Picross. Minor changes I'd make / Bugs: - Colored numbers (mainly the green ones that you already did)
are kind of hard to see - Hint function usage in triangle puzzles sometimes breaks their resolution somehow? the puzzle looks
squished - Last triangle that is filled in in a triangle puzzle is always blue - Color setting isn't saved between puzzles Overall I'd
recommend it because it's a nice Picross game with a very awesome autocomplete function, but when a puzzle is marked "Hard"
I'd skip it because those are the guessing ones. On a scale of 1 to 10 I'd maybe give it a 7/10.. Mostly a pretty good Picross
game, but it gets a little frustrating with the bigger triangle levels and the last few "regular" levels for each size. Things I liked: The "comfort" functions of autocomplete, autocounting - The different available colors - Quantity of puzzles Things I disliked: -
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Later levels require you to guess (the hint function literally says "guessing here might lead to a contradiction") which kind of
makes you feel dumb. After that happens to you a couple of times you stop trying to find where you can logically fill in another
square and start thinking "I bet this is another part where you have to guess" which takes out a lot of the fun of Picross. Minor
changes I'd make / Bugs: - Colored numbers (mainly the green ones that you already did) are kind of hard to see - Hint function
usage in triangle puzzles sometimes breaks their resolution somehow? the puzzle looks squished - Last triangle that is filled in in
a triangle puzzle is always blue - Color setting isn't saved between puzzles Overall I'd recommend it because it's a nice Picross
game with a very awesome autocomplete function, but when a puzzle is marked "Hard" I'd skip it because those are the guessing
ones. On a scale of 1 to 10 I'd maybe give it a 7/10.. so cute and funny Game!. A fan of the piccross series on the ds and this
game reminds me of that. Would recommend it to people who also like the piccross series as well.. so cute and funny Game!. A
fan of the piccross series on the ds and this game reminds me of that. Would recommend it to people who also like the piccross
series as well.
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